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Overview: 
Students use a food chain to incorporate ecosystems into the game “Rock, Paper, Scissors”. 
 

Set up:  
Students will need an area large enough to move around as they play the game, preferably outdoors. No materials 
needed, but you could show pictures of the animals in the food chain. 
 

Standards: 
5.L.2.2 
 
Procedure: 

• Explain to students that you are going to play a game about food chains. 
• As the game incorporates playing “Rock, Paper, Scissors”, briefly review how to play it and confirm that 

students understand the basic rules before adding in the ecosystems portion of the game.  
o Consider asking for a student volunteer to help explain and demonstrate how to play “Rock, 

Paper, Scissors”. 
o Explain that students will be choosing either rock, paper, or scissors for each round. Show the 

different corresponding hand motions. 
o For each round, you will pair off with another student. 
o Demonstrate to students moving your fist up and down as you count to 3 and then say “go” to 

signal when to show if they chose rock, paper, or scissors for that round. 
o To win a round:  

 paper covers rock (paper wins) 
 scissors cut paper (scissors win) 
 rock crushes paper (rock wins) 

o You may even choose to demonstrate a quick round with a volunteer or have students turn to a 
student next to them to play a quick round. 

• For “Rock, Paper, Ecosystems”, a food chain will be incorporated into the game to determine which 
students will be paired together for each round. 

• Explain that our ecosystem contains mice, snakes, and hawks. Ask students to show the flow of energy 
in this ecosystem by creating a food chain. 

o Mice -> Snake -> Hawk 
• Each animal has a hand motion to help students find like animals in the game.  

o For mice, use three fingers next to your mouth to make whiskers.  
o For snakes, place your palms together in front of you and stretch your arms out in front of you 

while wiggling your hands and arms back and forth like a snake.  
o For hawks, stretch out your arms into wings and flap your arms up and down. 

• Everyone begins the game as mice. As you win a round, you move up the food chain. So, if you win the 
first round you become a snake. If you lose, you stay a mouse.  

• Mice play mice and snakes play snakes in the second round. If you win as a snake, you become a hawk. 
• Play for several rounds to allow several students to become hawks. 
• Once a hawk, students can play other hawks and discuss what happens next in a food chain. 
• Ask students, “Who won?” Decomposers! Ask a student to explain how decomposers are the real winners. 
• You can then play again starting over with everyone as mice or play again another time. You could even 

change the food chain to different animals. 


